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Introduction 
As a business owner myself, I’ve come to expect anytime-anywhere access to my data 
and the ability to access it from any device I choose. In fact, I wouldn’t operate my firm 
any other way. Life without paper and wires allows professional firm staff to work 
anywhere and at any time—eliminating the barriers of location and time. Advanced 
technology supports highly streamlined workflow processes, offering the maximum in 
efficiency. In today’s rushed and busy world, this is mission critical to your firm…and 
your clients! 

Rest assured that your small business clients are already using this level of technology 
in their daily lives. Smartphones and tablets are everywhere. Consumers rely on this 
level of service to run their daily lives—from receiving their airline boarding passes and 
checking their bank account balances to retrieving data and documents from 
professional service providers. Armed with technology, consumers expect on-demand 
service from their providers. Can you deliver? 

Consumerization is the Driving Force 

The concept of “Consumerization” 
relates to a very real trend where 
it’s the consumer that is driving the 
adoption of technology—not the 
professional service provider. In 
other words, the adoption of 
technology within the service 
provider environment is the result 
of working backwards. For example, 
consumers embraced the 
smartphone and tablet, pushing 
providers to support information 
delivery to these devices via mobile 
apps. From the firm’s perspective, 
this trend can be applied in many 
instances: 

• QuickBooks®—Consumers adopted the software in masses, leading firms to 
implement QuickBooks as part of their client accounting model. 

• Portals—Consumers adopted online access across the board (e.g., online 
banking, financial portfolio, etc.), leading firms to implement portals as a primary 
delivery mechanism. 

• Social Media—Consumers adopted Facebook in droves, leading firms to create 
a social media presence. 

What does all this mean? It means that your clients are already there…in the Cloud. The 
real question is: What are you doing to provide this level of service (which your clients 
absolutely expect) in your firm? 
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‘Consumerization’ has driven firms to support the clients’ need for an online service 
model. 

–Darren Root, CPA, CITP, CGMA 

Moving Your Clients to an Online Collaborative Model Begins 
with a Sound Strategy 
‘Selling’ your clients on moving to the Cloud is not a stretch for the client, it’s truly more 
of a stretch for firms. Clients are ready! This is the way they want to work with 
you…accessing their financial documents on a 24/7 basis when they need them; 
entering data into their hosted or online client accounting software from any device. If 
you are not supporting this level of advanced services, it’s time for a change. And this 
level of change calls for a sound strategy. 

First and foremost, firms must have a sound plan for moving to an online collaborative 
client model. It certainly doesn’t happen overnight. A good strategy encompasses three 
core elements: 1) creating a solid web presence, 2) selecting the right online client 
accounting applications, and 3) supporting online information delivery. Let’s explore 
each... 

Build a Solid Web Presence 

It all begins with your website—the primary platform in which you deliver services. Your 
website should be thought of as a place to conduct business. The days of clients 
dropping off documents and data and onsite visits as a requirement are over. Clients 
want online access to their financial information and a vehicle to exchange documents 
with you conveniently and on their time schedule. Your website needs to support this. 

Beyond creating a powerful brand, your website should become THE place clients go for 
action. Your website must: 

1. Offer Portals—A place where clients can easily log in to a secure space to 
exchange documents with you, enter data, and download needed files. 

2. Provide a Dedicated Client Space—In other words, don’t bury your portal login. 
Offer a ‘Client Center’…an obvious, dedicated space where clients can conduct 
business. 
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Root & Associates Client Center – A Place to Do Business 

 

 
 

3. Provide Instruction—Humans don’t learn by osmosis. Just because clients are 
dutifully using online services, doesn’t mean they will automatically know how to 
navigate yours. Offer how-to videos and marketing collateral on your website that 
guides clients on how to use your advanced platform. 

Select the Right Online Client Accounting Technologies 

Part of your plan requires that you identify the right client applications that will support a 
full-proof client online accounting model. Think through the entire client online 
accounting process as you identify the right technologies, including accounting, 
document storage, and payroll. 

1. Accounting System—The majority of small businesses use QuickBooks, which 
works well if managed by a trained professional. By offering QuickBooks in either 
a hosted environment or using QuickBooks Online (the Cloud version), both the 
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client and accounting professional have immediate, real-time access to data and 
can easily collaborate on work. 

2. Online Document Management System—To ensure immediate access to 
client data, documents must be tied to the client accounting system in use. The 
right document management application has to be Cloud-based and seamlessly 
integrate with your client accounting solution. Consider the following leading 
online document management systems: SmartVault (which seamlessly integrates 
with QuickBooks hosted and QuickBooks Online) and QuickBooks Document 
Attach feature. 

3. Payroll System—Select a payroll system that will integrate easily into your 
online client access model. The system must enable clients to login and enter 
payroll data online, as well as support other tasks online such as applying 
employee changes and adding/deleting employees. 

Support Online Information Delivery 

We’ve already covered online information delivery as we discussed the first two sections 
of putting together a solid strategy. However, hitting this topic hard doesn’t hurt.  

At this point in your strategy, you will have created a strong website presence (complete 
with portals and a designated space for client login) and selected the right applications to 
support your online services. Combined, these items support an all-online delivery 
system. There should be no stepping back into paper files or manual tasks at this stage 
of the game. Your clients expect online delivery of services, and if you are going to 
deliver on delivery, all elements of your strategy must be met. 

Now let’s take delivery one step further. It’s important to note that online delivery does 
not stop at simply your website. Remember, your clients rely on their smartphones and 
tablets to conduct business. Part of your strategy needs to encompass use of mobile 
applications. Many Cloud vendors offer an app to their service, so be sure to implement 
use of mobile applications into the delivery part of your overall strategy. Introduce clients 
to the apps available (e.g., SmartVault, Bill.com, NetClient CS Portals, QuickBooks 
Online, etc.) and then brand those apps to your firm. 

Conclusion 
Many firms have long since adopted advanced technologies to streamline internal 
processes and move to a paper-free environment. However, many firms have also failed 
to adopt an online client access model, which supports a completely collaborative, 24/7 
client service experience. Clients are already in the Cloud…it’s time firms took 
advantage of this to significantly ‘up’ the level of service. Offer mobile apps, provide a 
dedicated space where clients can do business on your website (portals within a Client 
Center), and enable 100% online delivery. By putting together a sound strategy, you can 
provide clients with a service experience that will set you miles apart from the 
competition.  
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